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Some Problems of Muscle-spindle Physiology
By RacNer GuNrr, For. Mem. R.S.
Nobel Institute

for Neurophy$ology, Karolinska Inst;tutet,
Stoekhobn, Sweden

T

is a truism in science that a well-formulated question goes a long way towards
establishing the solution of a problem, and so I think that we can find no better
way of celebrating this Jubilee, and expressing our gratitude to this University and
to Professor Barker for having invited us here, than trying to agree on what questions
we think essential, and discussing them constructively on the basis of available
evidence.

f
I

Recently anatomy has added so much to our knowledge about muscle sense
in particular the muscle spindles, that I for one look forward to being
provided by the anatomists at this Symposium with a more or less definite picturi
of the muscle spindles for future use in physiological work. Let us hope that they
can agree on the essential features of that picture. In this conlexion I think most
of us would also like to come to some sort of agreement on terminology, still in a
state of flux.
I assume that all ofus are familiar with the results of, and willing to acknowledge
our debt to, the pioneers in this field-with regard to electrophysiological problems
especially Matthews (1933), Leksell (1945) and Kuffier, Hunt & euilliam (1951)
so, in discussing physiological problems, I shall pay but little attention
-and
to generalizations which now may be taken to be well established. Thus, for
instance, most of us hold the view that a sensory end organ such as the muscle
spindle, which is controlled by some 30o/o of the ventral root fibres, must be of
major_imqortance in the regulation of movement. In addition, these fibres overlap
on individual spindles which serve as a kind of peripheral .final common path, foi
them. The net efiect of this organization is a powerful indirect control of ihe level
of depolarization of the sense organ which ultimately is responsible for the afierent
discharge, The motor control of the spindles is intimately integrated into the
general, behaviotr of the organism. Thus the spindle efierents tend, so to speak, to
go to sleep with ttre animal and become active when it wakes up (Euler & Siiderberg, 1957), serving thereby also as good general indicators ofihe animal,s tone,
Most places which, for some reason or other, we call motor centres also possess
polterful connecting lines to the spindle efierents (Granit & Kaada, 1952). Many
facts can further be adduced in support of the view, I believe first enunciated by
Hunt (1951) and Tasaki and his co-workers (Kobayashi, Oshima & Tasaki, 1952i,
that activation of spindle eflerents is much in evidence in so-called tonic reflexes.
For very good reasons the cerebellum is generally held to be a governor of tone,
and this organ is likewise known to influence the spindle efierents (Granit & Kaada,
1952; Granit, Holmgren & Merton, 1955). In this connexion it is interesting to
ls].rnposiu6 oa Muscle Receptors, pp. 1-l2l
organs,
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note how strongly the cerebellum is influenced by afierent paths from the skin (see
e.g. Laporte, Lundberg & Oscarsson, 1956, and the summary by Dow & Moruzzi,
1958), because this is also a characteristic feature of the spindle efierents (see e.g.
Hunt, 1951; Eldred & Hagbarth, 1954; Hunt & Paintal, 1958; Laporte, Bessou &
Voorhoeve, 1958). In fact, one is inclined to believe tone to be the common denominator ofthe two, somekindofbiologically useful connexion between touch and tone.
I thinl I can stjll count on a fair amount of agreement when rounding offall this
with the statement that the study of muscle spindles as organs under direct efierent
control has given us a totally new picture of the problem of muscular tone, and
tfuown new light on that of motor regulation. Disagreement begins to be registered
when we try to define more precisely how control of tone and movement is exercised.
My own general attitude to this question (and to all such questions for that matter)
is that it is better to formulate a theory and take steps to test it, rather than to
abstain from theoretical thinling and merely botanize among the facts. Even in
biology there is an upper limit to the numbei of facts people can pay attention tonot to say digest-and unless such facts are welded into a structure by sensible
theoretical considerations which can be memorized and used for prediction, the
facts will be forgotten.
To begin with, let us consider the phasic and tonic components of the spindle
discharge which reflect the dynamic and static phase of the generator poiential
(Katz, 1950). In a recent paper by Lippold, Nicholls & Redfearn (1960) it was
shown, with tenuissimus spindles in the cat, that there is no dynamic phase when
the spindle discharges in response to cathodal polarization. The discharge then
immediately settles down to the value that corresponds to the level of depolarization
impressed upon the organ, declining gradually in some spindles by about 10o/o.
The phasic component was, of course, obtained in the usual way by stretch. This
means that the dynamic phase either is a property ofthe transducer, or else depends
upon the way in which intrafusal muscle length varies under stretch to a given
extension. In the latter case we assume that whatever the rate of extension, the
relation between generator potential and discharge always is the same and is also
linear, as found by Katz (1950) for the static phase in the frog's spindles, and now
by Lippold et al. (1960)with the cat's tenuissimus muscle. An experimental choice

between the two alternatives can best be obtained by work at the micro-level.
Homma and I (Granit & Homma, 1959 D), with other purposes in mind, studied
the relation between spindle discharge and extrafusal muscle length in phasic
stretch, and found these t\a'o quantities to be linearly related provided that they
were compared on the basis of rate of change of length and rate of change of spike
interval. Now, since spike interval is inversely related to spike frequenry, our
results, as far as tliey go, suggest that some specific property of tie transducer also
is involved in the dynamic phase. This implies that relatively greater depolarizations
are obtained per unit extension in fast than in slow stretch. But then the transducer
very likely reproduces the integrated mechanical effect of elastic and viscous
properties of the complex structures involved. The problem certainly deserves
to be followed up.
In this connexion it is interesting to note that in Sten Skogtund's work with
kittens (1960 a, D) the static phase proved to be a late development. Up to some 45
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days post-natally, the only response obtained from gastrocnemius spindles was
phasic, even to succinylcholine, which in the adult animal causes a long-lasting
discharge at high frequency (Granit, Skoglund & Theslefi, 1953), used lately by
Henatsch & Schulte (1958), Brune, Schenk & Voss (1959), and Fujimori & Eldred
(1961) to produce tonic reflexes by powerful spindle activation. The inhibition
they then obsewe by the monosynaptic technique is likely to be the presynaptic
variety (see e.g. Eccles, 1961).
The importance of our main problem is emphasized by Cooper's (1959) discovery that in the cat the marked dynamic phase is restricted to primary endings.
The secondaries, identified, as was first done by Merton (1953 6), on the basis of
slow conduction velocity, tended to possess an insignificant phasic component
(cf. also Lundberg & Winsbury, 1960; Harvey & Matthews, 1961 a). The higher
threshold to stretch of the secondaries has been noted by several workers (e.g. Hunt,
1954; Cooper, 1959). On the basis of rapidly accelerating variations of extension,
Lundberg & Winsbury (1960) give the following figures for soleus in t}le cat; in
light tension the primaries generally responded to extensions below 1009,, the most
sensitive ones to 10pr; the secondaries required extensions above 1609,, some as
much as 500pr.. Extremely high sensitivity of the dynamic component to minute
variations of length r as also a feature of Granit & Henatsch's (1956) experiments
on vibrational sensitivity of primaries. In soleus, secondaries fire at slower rates

to

is particularly striking when the
of succinylcholine (Renkin & Vallbo,
personal communication). Most of the effect on the secondaries is then on the
static component, while the primaries accelerate to extremely high dynamic
maintained stretch than primaries- This

spindles are stimulated by arterial injections

responses.

On the whole, then, secondaries seem to behave as if they had properties like
inertia and momentum. Now I would like to throw t}le ball to the anatomists for a
while. Miss Sybil Cooper, Professor Barker, Dr. Boyd (1959), and Drs. Swett &
Eldred (1960 D) have histological evidence for difierences of structure and difierences
of motor imervation between nuclear-bag and nuclear-chain fibres. Within the
latter most of the secondary endings spread their terminals, though some run to
the myotube portion of nuclear-bag fibres. We look forward to hearing their views
as to whether the physiological properties of the secondary endings are best interpreted on the basis of the somewhat controversial intrafusal differentiation from
the primaries (Barker & Ip, 1960), or are due to difierences in mechanical coupling,
as suggested by Harvey & Matthews (1961 6).
On the motor side, Cooper & Daniel (1956) drew attention to the diffuse type of
innervation as distinct from endplates; and through the further efforts of Boyd we
have now begun to think of the diffuse innervation as belonging to nuclear-chain
fibres and of the endplate innervation as more prominent on nuclear-bag fibres. A
difierent matter is then what amount of functional independence can be achieved
by these two structural entities within the same spindle. The recent work of Harvey
& Matthews (1961 D) and Renkin & Vallbo (personal communication) suggests that,
barring threshold differences, both types of spindle afferents respond along parallel
curves in frequency-extension diagrams, even under stimulationof thegammafibres.
I suppose we must conclude that this method is unsuitable for motor difierentiation.
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We can hardly be certain that our methods of efferent stimulation are delicate enough
to demonstrate independence, even if it exists. Harvey & Matthews (1961 a) also
found that the thresholds for the motor effects on secondaries was above that of

the most excitable gamma fibres. This is the only indication of differentiation on
the motor side of which I know (cf. Cooper's review, 1960, for anatomical aspects).
Eyzaguirre (1960), using the tenuissimus and micro-methods, saw only one type
of conducted motor response;but then the chances of finding two Rpes must be
greatly reduced if one's ambition, at the same time, is to stimulate a single motor
fibre. My guess is that this fibre practically always would be in the upper range of
conduction velocity for spindle efierents. Simultaneous records from primary and
secondary afferents belonging to the same spindle are urgently needed. Such
experiments would show up difierentiation in a better way, if any exists. I see that
Professor Laporte will have something to report on this problem. At the moment
we have to think of tlle secondaries as something of a slightly delayed replica of
the primaries, with higher threshold and far less prominent dynamic phase.
We would also need records from simple spindles. In possession of the pure
nuclear-bag type of response we would be able to deal with a lurking suspicion
tlat the steady maintained response of the primaries might be due to, or greatly
facilitated bp the presence of nuclear-chain intrafusal fibres. The idea of a delayed
post-natal development of nuclear-chain fibres would account for Sten Skoglund's
delayed static phase in kittens. This is just imagining things; nevertheless I feel
that such questions require experimental replies. (This had been written down
when I received from Jansen & Matthews their note to the Proceedings oJ the
Physiological Society in lriy at Oxford. These authors seem to follow similar lines
of thought, but what is better, they are the first to have produced actual evidence
for some kind of differential interaction between the two structural entities in the
muscle spindle. In the secondaries, gamma bias chiefly increases the static response;

in the primaries both static and dynamic phase are influenced, but often differentially.
These effects proved to be independent of initial length and extent of stretch.)
The tandem spindles, recently studied by Barker & Ip (1961), present another
interesting problem, especially when considered as measuring instruments. One
would like to think of them as a long-distance length-measuring device (Swett &
Eldred, 1960 a). Inasmuch as the two points of insertion will undergo greater shifts
of length than the mid-portion, they will also present information on a characteristic
stimulus gradient across their length, a minimum in the middle, maxima towards
the two ends. Cohen (1953) has distinguished between localized and less wellIocalized autogenetic stretch reflexes. The tandem spindles may well be responsible
for the latter difiuse efiect on &e whole muscle.
This raises the general question of what the spindles actually measure. Our line
of thought has been that spindles measure length and rate of change of length or
velocity of movement. From what has been said emerges that the latter function
can be fulfilled only by the primary endings on the nuclear bags. On the idea that
stimulation of the gamma fibres would make the primaries taut, and hence capable
of responding 'dynamically' to higher frequencies than in the slack state, Henatsch
and I (Granit & Henatsch, 1956) stimulated the muscle by an electromagnetic
vibrator with a cone-shaped tip before and after gamma activation. In the latter
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case several spindles responded to much higher frequencies. Some, however, did
quite well without gamma bias, that is, in the de-efierented state. The excursion of
the vibrator tip, applied either to a sensitive spot on the skin or on to the tendon,

were minute, of the order of a tenth of a millimetre. The phasic sensitivity of a
spindle is thus extremely high. We cannot neglect this property in thinking of the
functional role ofthe spindles. We know ofone instance in which minute muscular
movements are of fundamental physiological importance. This is the eye, which
has to vibrate across the image to keep it sharp. As is well known, stationaiy images
fade out (Riggs, Ratliff, Cornsweet & Cornsweet, 1953). Cooper & Daniel (1951),
in studying the gamma-spindle loop in extrinsic eye muscles of the goat (Coope;,
Daniel & \4ftitteridge, 1953, 1955; Whitteridge, 1959) are the only ones who have
given this point serious consideration.
On the following lines we have incorporated the phasic sensitivity of the spindles
in our own experimentation. The length-measuring instrument may be longer or
shorter than the muscle fibres it is surrounded by. This difierence may be spoken
of as an error which is self-corrective. The stretch reflex corrects it when the
spindle is relatively too short. The ensuing conraction silences the spindle, which
becomes too long as soon as the muscle becomes relatively too short. Thus the
system oscillates with an amplitude and lag determined by the gamma setting of
the spindles which determines their lengtJr. If the views of Ecclis (1961) and his
co-workers on presynaptic inhibition also apply to physiological events, and not
only to electrical tetani of afferent nerves, then 0-point adjustment by dynamic
variations is more effectual than a steady flow at a set frequency of discharge.
In the decerebrate animal with its hypersensitive spindles (Granit & kaada,
1952; Eldred, Granit & Merton, 1953) one can easily record the oscillations by
putting up myograph sensitivity (Granit, 1958). We regard this as a normal event
on a magnified scale. I suspect that, in the normal organism, the process we here
have seen exaggerated may often become damped in internuncial computers in
the spinal cord, and thus it may well lead to exceedingly small excursions when
contraction is used as an indicator. Our thinking in this matter has become, I
think, a little distorted owing to the use of the decerebrate preparation with its
excellent stretch reflexes. States of release are useful for the discovery of potent
systems and their functional organization, but cannot be expected to elucidate in
every detail the nicely balanced adjustments of the normal organism. In the work
quoted above no stretch reflexes have ever been recorded from the eye muscles.
Could it be that in this case the afierent component alone is significant, e.g. to
check the degree of an oscillation which is so intimately associated with perception?
_ Rossi (1927) developed the general idea that tone is something that the organism
has entrusted to the automatic care of the spindle efierents, which would make the
sense organ sensitive enough to maintain the stretch reflexes necessary, for instance,
for standing. Merton (1953 a) independently formulated it from the point of view
of servo-theory (see also Hammond, Merton & Sutton, 1956). I do not think that
this theory as yet has added very much tlat could not be intuitively understood; the way it was understood by Rossi in the absence of other data than the
fact, first demonstrated on the basis of degeneration experiments by Cipollone
(1898), confirmed by Hinsey (1927) and, Hines & Tower (1928), that ihe spindles
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actually are under efierent control. Some day, servo-theory may do more for us.
In this connexion I would like to draw attention to the paPers by Adolph (1959),
Partridge & Glaser (1960), and Vossius (1961). Partridge & Glaser's paper is experimental and shows, as did our own work (Eldred, Granit & Merton, 1953), that
servo-theory is a good framework for thinking of these problems, even though a
number of complexities, such as two end organs within the same sensory instrument and accessory circuits for limitation of output, at the moment prevent quantitative application. In calling servo-theory a'good framework' I mean that it often
simplifies presentation. Thus, for instance, Barlou; (1961) in summarizing our work
on primaries says: 'In comparison with contractions produced by direct alphaefierent excitation, the amount of shortening occurring in such servo-assisted
contractions will be relatively independent of changes in the externally applied
load, and will be affected only slightly by moderate losses of muscle power resulting
from fatigue. The task of controlling movement is thereby greatly simplified, and
in understanding this we have gained considerable insight into the way the nervous
system manages its afiairs'.
Our own experiments, just mentioned, were designed to answer the simple
question that was raised by Rossi, of whose ideas we were unaware at the time'
Would the gamma-spindle loop be essential for tonic reflexes? We used neck and
ear alpha reflexes and found them gone after de-afferentation of the decerebrate
animal, while the corresponding gamma reflexes still powerfully influenced the
spindles. We concluded that the tonic alpha reflexes disappeared in de-afferentation
because of consequent loss of the spindle impulses which were required for activation of alpha motoneurones of the kind later proved to be special tonic ones (Granit,
Henatsch & Steg, 1956). It is well known that Matthews & Rushworth (1957)
tested tlris notion by parulyzirrg the gamma fibres in the decerebrate animal with
cocaine and finding the stretch reflex greatly diminished or gone. They supplemented this work (1958) with a direct demonstration of the diminishing discharge
frequency of the muscle spindles during application of cocaine to the nerve.
I need not dwell any longer on these facts which establish the spindles, as run
by their gamma fibres, as a sensory-motor organ acting in accordance with the
principles elucidated above. I am not aware of any other theory of the role of
spindles under gamma control, that is, a theory for which there would be any
evidence; nor do I know of any other theory formulated with the same degree of
precision. This does not mean that the gamma-spindle loop could not have other
functions than adjustment of extrafusal length to intrafusal length as determined
by gamma bias. But I must insist that a theory is something that should summarize as well as predict experimental results. The final test is its usefulness or
creative capacity. The present theory in its experimental expansions led to the
establishment of tonic alpha motoneurones, as mentioned above. It also predicted
that these motoneurones would have especially dense projections from large spindle
afierents, as proved by Eccles, Eccles & Lundberg (1957), and thereby initiated
new lines of research into the properties of tonic motoneurones, their recurrent
control, etc., work which is well known and hardly requires to be summarized in
this connexion, The theory also explained Sherrington's observation that intercollicular decerebrate rigidity disappeared after de-afierentation-a skeleton in the
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cupboard for all previous attempts to explain decerebrate rigidity. This again
led to the ditrerentiation of alpha and gamma rigidities, of which a summary may
be found in my review (Granit, 1955) and in the important book by Dow & Moruzzi
(1958). It is no exaggeration to say that it has also given the clinical neurologists
something to think o{ when analyzing states of spasticity and rigidity. Much of
their work is of considerable interest, but since clinical neurology is not represented
at this Symposium I shall not expand my discussion in that direction.
Into the theory that we have been discussing, I would like to incorporate the
fact for which I have used the shorthand term 'alpha-gamma linkage' (Granit, 1955).
This term summarized the general finding of a large number of workers (e.g.
Hunt, 1951; Granit & Kaada,1952; Kobayashi, Oshima & Tasaki, 1952; Laporte,
Bessou & Voerhoove, 1958; etc.), namely that alpha and gamma reflexes of a tonic
type, as well as supraspinal influences on the two sJrstems, often behave as if their
sensory projections were laid out on the same pattern. The effects then appear as
if they were linked. In actual fact we only know that they are simultaneous. So far
we have spoken only of linlage across the gamma-spindle loop. The best example
of similarity of projections comes from a paper by Eldred & Hagbarth (1954), who
studied Hagbarth's (1952) patterns of alpha reflexes which have difierent signs
dependent upon the site of stimulation of the skin. The alpha and gamma reflexes
had similarly co-ordinated signs and patterns. If spindles are to work as described
above, a general similarity of projections of sensory input for alphas and gammas
will have the effect of pulling up or relaxing the intrafusal musculature of the
spindles so as to align them roughly to the length at which the muscles are supposed
to operate. Their more delicate task of serving as misalignment detectors and motor
organs is thereby facilitated.
The old authors used to consider two possibilities of adequate stimulation of the
spindles: (i) direct electrical stimulation by the motor action potential, and (/f
pressure upon the capsule. Today we are more inclined to think of the capsule
with its lymphatic interspace as a cushion serving to prevent unnecessary stimulation
by pressure. Of course, by old authors I mean writers from what we might call the
pre-motor era of spindle research. I also found Hinsey (1927) considering the
electrical theory. Definite evidence for the electrical or ephaptic mechanism was
produced by Granit, Pompeiano & Waltman (1959 D), but I doubt whether spindles
operate in this manner unless the action potential is highly synchronized. There
may be something of it in the so-called hump of the tendon jerk (Creed, DennyBrown, Eccles, Liddell & Sherrington, 1932). When synchronization is held in

check, as in our experiments with central stimulation (Granit, Pompeiano &
Waltman, 1959 a) ar.d in those on reflex stimulation by Rutledge & Haase (1961),
one still observes an early spindle discharge, too fast to have been initiated by
gamma fibres, but not as early as the early discharge of Hunt & Kufler (195i)
which we found to be a mixture of two events, one being the ephaptic effect, just
mentioned, which occurs before visible contraction, and another one, slightly later,
that was located at the foot of the contraction. I take it that the view of Hunt &
Kuffier, who did not distinguish between the ephaptic component requiring synchronized action and the slightly later discharge (both were held by them to be due
to a single event), can be interpreted to mean that all the events within the early
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discharge are due to internal asymmetries of contractile forces. Their evidence may be
said to favour their interpretation if one neglects the ephaptic component, because by
switching from one component of the early discharge to the other, and manipulating
with root stimulation, it is possible to obtain results which are too complex for any
other explanation. On the whole, ventral root stimulation is a dangerous tool, and
how misleading it can be we have again seen in the recent experiments by Brown

&

Matthews (1960). We had found the ephaptic component to be far less in
evidence with flexors. For this reason ipsilateral flexor reflexes were studied by
Rutledge & Haase (1961). Of their early reflex discharges from spindles, 20o/o also
responded reflexly with little, if any, recordable muscular contraction when high
myograph sensitivity was used. This was 10o/o of their total figure (162 spindles).
Harvey & Matthews (1961 a) with soleus conclude that, if there is alpha innervation
in this muscle, it is weak in comparison with gamma innervation. In soleus Swett
& Eldred (1960 6) found some intrafusal muscles connected to extrafusal ones
(see also Cooper, 1960).
It is important in this connexion to distinguish between the existence of a
physiological fast spindle mechanism of non-ephaptic nature in mammals and the
interpretation of it. Such a mechanism is definitely present and it is phasic in
nature. The interpretation that we have preferred is that there are some fibres of
greater conduction velocity than Leksell's gamma fibres. The curious large efferent
spikes seen by Pascoe (1958) and Diete-Spiff & Pascoe (1959) in the rabbit may
well be discharged by the fast spindle efferents postulated. Boyd & Davey (1959)
have described a group of faster fibres of beta-t1pe.
It is well known that the frog and the toad have a good supply of alpha fibres
running to the spindles, and their physiological efiects have been described by
Eyzaguirre (1957) and Schulte & Henatsch (1958). The former called them twitch
fibres. The frog, a squatter forced to jump, may well for this act need putting on
sudden, maximal excitatory drive from all possible sources including the spindles,
I dare say, at the expense of estimating the length of the jump, The fast mechanism
in mammals may well be useful in situations when violent movement is called for.
Since spindles are length-measuring instruments, it is of considerable interest
to study their impulse frequenry as a function of extension. I feel that this approach
has not yet been fully utilized. Since in our experience this relation is roughly
linear (Eldred ez a/. 1953; Granit, 1958), one can derive a proportionality constant
which is a useful characteristic property of the end organ. It is, for instance, of
interest in studying gamma bias. In the eye muscles Whitteridge (1959) found
considerable increase of the slope constant under bias. For soleus I would have
guessed that the slope constant varies less, and that gamma bias chiefly influences
the level of the curve in the frequency-extension diagram, but Harvey & Matthews
(1961 a) found an increase of slope constant with gamma bias in some fibres, not
in others. Homma and I (Granit & Homma, 1959 a) were interested in comparing
spindle slope constants in slow and fast muscles of rabbit, and found them on the
whole larger in fast muscles. According to Cooper (1959) slope constants are
smaller for soleus secondaries than for primaries. With artificial stimulation of
gamma efierents the frequency-extension curves were found by Harvey & Matthews
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to be practically parallel fn natural activation they may well be handled
differentially by their motor fibres.
The most difficult question has been left to the end. This is the problem of
autogenetic inhibition from spindle secondaries on their own eflerent supply and
on the efierent supply of the primaries. Actually we have not yet ,e"chJ s,rch a
degree of fefinement that we can distinguish between efferents for primaries and.
secondaries well enough to solve this problem. The question still has to be given a
more general form: is there inhibition of the spindle eflerents to stretch? If so,
what organs are responsible for it, primaries, secondaries, B organs, C orgarrs
(terminology of Bryan Matthews, 1933), or pain fibres? I think iia good.,_ri"
oi
thumb to assume that if there reallyis inhibition to stretch, then streih receptors
such as spindles should be given the first option. Next, B organs should be consider_
ed. Hunt_(1951) recording from what he called small-nerve fibres, presumably
therefore_ Leksell's gamma fibres, stated that passive shortening augminted theii
actMty, lengthening inhibited it. With spindle primaries we lUare-a et al. 1953j
had some erridence which supported his work, but only at extreme lenghs. Indeedj
I now think_that, relying upon Hunt, we looked too little into this prlblem. Latei
on, Hunt & Paintal (1958) reported that there was no such inhibition in the spinal
state.
.If spindle eferents really go from inhibition to excitation when muscle^goes
from lengthening to shortening, then this means
their length is automatiJally
_that
regulated by some muscular endorgan; and so Hunt
& Kufiflei may well be rig*
in assuming that the role of the spindle-efierents is to. keep intrafusal mus"t"
"trriy"
aligned to extrafusal muscle. You will recall that throughout our work, and
this
paper, r e have taken up quite the opposite standpoint, namely that spindles
are
motor instruments for adjusting extrafusal length to intrafusal length, and not vice
versa. To me, the work of Hunt & Paintal (1958) therefore seemedto throw doubt
on the Hunt-Kuffier view on the role of spindle efierents. If spindle efierents are
active in both decerebrate and spinal cats, and their frequency can be shown
to
run down- only exceptionally in certain decerebrates wherrmusile length increases,
then surely there can be no automatic mechanism for fitting spinite tength io
extrafusal length.- Spindle.length is, in point of fact,
-o." o, I""" independ"ent of
muscle length. That certain reflexes and supraspinal stations activate ,pirrdl""
o,
a general principle of alpha-gamma linkage, discussed above, is anothei matter.
Next followed the work of Diete-Spi$ & pascoe (i959) on decerebrate rabbits
in which they isolated ,Io
of well-diferentiated eferents, of which Type i
-1yp".
undoubtedly is what Leksell
named gamma fibres. In spite of decerebration tirese
were never inhibited by stretch. Tlpe 2, which we have some reasons to suspect
are larger spindle efferents than the gammas, were, however, inhibited by str"tch.
The findings, as they stand at the moment, do seem to exclude regulation of
gamma fibre activity by muscle length, at least, let us say, as a general irechanism
op€rating under most circumstances. I do not doubt ihat iniibition of spindle
effgrenls, and possibly even of the gamma-efierents, is present at extreme lengths
and subject to the influence of internuncial control, as yet not known in deiail.
We need more work to clear up this point. I believe we have here one of the
difficulties so often encountered in singL-fibre work, namely, the general problem
of whether or not one may use pars pro toto. Sirrgle fibres givl accuiate infoimation,
(1961 a)
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but generalization may be difficult. In this connexion let me say sometiing in
favour of using indicator spindles instead of their efierents. On account of the
considerable overlap of efferent innervation, spindles in themselves do a bit of
averaging of the efferent net eflect for us,
My standpoint therefore is that there may well be an autogenetic inhibitory
mechanism operating at greater lengths (tensions?), but that we neither know its
afferent path nor what spindle efferents it influences.
As to reflexes from spindle primaries and secondaries on the alpha motoneuron$,
I thinh that Sir John Eccles will cover them in his lecture. My original intention
was to devote much time to them; but realizing that there was more fresh information on spindle differentiation and efferent control, and considering the participants
of this Symposium, I felt that what I now have said v/ould provide a better starting

point for discussions.
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From the Preface-During the past two decades an increasing amount of attention
has been paid to receptors in muscle, and specialization has advanced to a stage
where it is no longer possible for one person to embrace both the structural and the
functional aspects adequately in this fleld. The need for more exchange of information and ideas between neurophysiologists and neuroanatomists has been evident
for some time, and the Symposium on Muscle Receptors held in Hong Kong in
September 1961 provided an ideal forum for tlis purpose. Inevitably the muscle
spindle claimed the largest share of attention; and it is appropriate that our meeting
and the subsequent publication of its Proceedings, should incidentally mark the
centenaries of the first observations of this receptor by Weismann in 1861 and
by Kiilliker in 1862.
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